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Missing You (Liquid Phonk Edit)
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Like The Moon
Missing You (Sello Remix)

Digi only Missing You (Original)
Missing You (Replika Remix)
We are happy to welcome Patrick & Mirko aka Liquid Phonk on Farside Records.
Since their latest productions on Compost, Something Different and Foul & Sunk
Records, we are hooked on the astonishing warm & beautiful House vibe from these
guys. The “Missing You EP” is no exception in this case. Two beautiful variations of
the title track “Missing You”, two dope remixes by our friends Sello & Replika (Digi
only), plus a whole new hypnotic groover called “Like The Moon” rounds up a perfect
package. This is the sound of sexy soulful music.
“Missing You (Liquid Phonk Edit)” is a warm & soulful masterpiece with a dope old
school sounding percussion groove and features the voice of singer Patricia Edwards.
The Liquid Phonk guys re-edited their Original Version and transferred the tune even
more into a melancholic soulful monster. The haunting chords, the wonderful melody
and the vocal parts harmonize just perfectly. “Deep” might be the exactly matching term
describing this beauty.
The “Missing You (Sello Remix)” comes along with a little more raw & B-Boy alike
attitude. Düsseldorf´s Sello adds a killer bassline, a fat groove and once again proves
his skills to be just a damn cool producer. Take a little bit of dopeness, add a beautiful
song and get ready for a bouncing low-key pumping club tune. Funky enough!
It is no secret that Farside is also known for some slower takes on House music. The
latest example is Liquid Phonk´s track “Like The Moon” with its 110 bpm sexy
hypnotic groove. Once again these guys are full of soul, with the vocal samples, chords
& a classic piano melt into something very special. We are moved kind of deeply.
For your Digital enjoyment, we like to announce two extra tunes: The sexy & funky
“Missing You (Original)” with an even more percussion based groove and the full
vocal of Patricia Edwards.
Last, but not least “Missing You (Replika Remix)” is something for the funky headz
out there. The great Replika, straight out of Solothurn, Switzerland adds a punchy kick
and a boogie funk attitude. Maybe this is the secret weapon of this whole package.

